 Abstract-Critical gap is the most important parameter associated with gap acceptance study especially in case of delay and capacity estimation. Many studies are reported on gap acceptance behavior of pedestrian but most of them confined to developed country where traffic is homogeneous and traffic rules are strictly followed. Uncontrolled intersections in case of developed countries control the traffic and pedestrian movements based on priorities but in India, no one follows the stop and yield signs, even the rules of zebra crossings. It creates more conflicts and increases delay to both. This paper systematically analyzes the behavior of pedestrian during the gap acceptation at two four legged TWSC intersection located at Ahmedabad in state of Gujarat, India. Data on gap acceptance behavior is obtained by video recording technique and analyzed the various parameters relate to crossing behavior of pedestrian. The critical gaps for pedestrians estimated by raff method and results shows that values of critical gap estimated are as low as 3.20 sec. which is smaller than reported in other studies. An Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) has been established to estimate the possibilities of accepting a given gap or lag considering the combinations of different parameters which affects the crossing behaviors of pedestrians. Nine different combinations are considered. However, the age of the pedestrian is found to be most important variable in crossing behavior compared to other.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Urbanization and traffic growth rapidly increasing in Indian cities as increasing in economic growth of India. It has resulted in increase in delay to vehicular traffic and occurrences of fatalities.
 Manuscript received February 20, 2014 ; revised December 11, 2014 . Now these days, many passengers are diverted to public transports and increase in the use of public transportation trips. Public transport trips are normally connected to walk trips either destination or origin or both and sometimes at mode transfer points. Therefore passengers may need cross the road either at intersections or at mid-block sections for many reasons. Now these days, many variety of vehicles are available in India like car, scooter, bike, auto rickshaw as fast moving vehicles and cycle, pedal rickshaw etc. as slow moving vehicles. All these vehicles share the same roadway width without any physical separation and resulted in heterogeneity condition in India. The effects of heterogeneity and reckless walking behavior of pedestrian creates sever conflicts and fatalities. It has resulted in reduction of pedestrian's safety. As per data from National crime records bureau, 10,125 pedestrian deaths were reported for the year 2007 in India. The precise number of pedestrians injured and killed is difficult to get and could be approximately 40,000 deaths annually in India. More than half of injured and killed pedestrians were young men in 16 to 45 age group [1] . In spite of these fatalities and accidents, limited studies are reported on gap acceptance behavior of pedestrians in Indian condition. This paper attempts to model the gap acceptance behavior of pedestrian at TWSC intersections in order to analyze and evaluate the performance of TWSC intersections.
Before starting the gap acceptance study, the term of gap should be clarified. Ashworth and Green [2] measured gap from front of following vehicle to rear of the first vehicle. Polus [3] defined it as the time interval between two successive vehicles in road stream. Along with term of gap comes another term lag. Lag is defined as the time interval between the arrivals of pedestrian at a stop line and the arrivals of the first vehicle at upstream side of the conflicts zone [3] . Critical gap is most important parameter in gap acceptance behavior. Critical gap is the minimum gap time that is acceptable to a pedestrian, intending to cross a conflicting stream. For a consistent pedestrian its value lies between largest rejected gap and accepted gap. It is very difficult to measure the critical gap in field. Its value differs from pedestrian to pedestrian, time to time, intersection to intersection, type of movement and traffic situations. All these factors make an estimation of critical gap a complex and tedious process.
Various literatures defined the term of critical gap in different manners. Greenshield defined critical gap is the gap range that has equal number of rejection and acceptance. Raff and Hart [4] defined it as size of gaps whose number of rejected gap longer than it is equal to number of accepted gap shorter than it. The Highway Capacity Manual (HCM 2000) [5] defines the term of critical gap as "the time in seconds below which a pedestrian will not attempt to begin crossing the street". It is assumed that if the given gap is greater than the critical gap, the pedestrian will cross, but if the given gap is smaller than the critical gap, pedestrian will not cross. The term adequate gap is used in the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) and is assumed to be the same as the critical gap in the HCM (2000) [5] , [6] . Estimation of critical gap under heterogeneous traffic condition is more complex than that under homogeneous traffic conditions. Gap acceptance process becomes complex due to non-adherence to the rules of priorities, improper parking facilities, weak lane discipline, improper lane marking, and variation among the static and dynamic characteristics of vehicles types. In India more than 60% of pedestrians creates forcefully gaps in traffic stream. It affect the natural behavior of traffic stream and cause delay and decline the capacity of network with increase in accidents and fatalities.
Model of gap acceptance behavior of pedestrian, considering more realistic scenario and behavior, have attempted in this paper by using different combinations of pedestrian and traffic parameters. The evaluation of set of explanatory attributes in decision process is affected by imprecision and uncertainty. Fuzzy logic plays an important role in the human ability to make decision in an environment of uncertainty and imprecision. For the present study, we use neuro-fuzzy approach to establish the model of gap acceptance of pedestrian at TWSC intersection. MATLAB is used to develop an Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS), which provides an optimization scheme to find the parameters in the fuzzy system that best fit the data. A network-type structure is similar to a neural network [7] . The present study attempt an estimation of critical gap by Raff method and develop a model to estimate possibilities of accepting a given gap or lag based on different traffic and pedestrian attributes using ANFIS. This paper is organized in 8 sections, including this section. Section 2 discusses the background and the literature review on the gap acceptance studies while the data collection and extraction is discussed in Section 3. Estimation of critical gap and the detailed structure of ANFIS given in Section 4 & 5 respectively. In section 6 development of the model is discussed and in Section 7 discussed the validation of model. Section 8 concludes the paper by presenting important conclusions, and pointing the directions for further research.
II. BACKGROUND LITERATURE REVIEW
Large number of studies has been reported on gap acceptance behavior of driver since last three decades but only limited studies are reported on behavior of pedestrian. Several procedures have been developed in literature to estimate the critical gap as closely as possible. Normally, accepted or rejected gaps, age, gender and speed of pedestrian as well as speed of the conflicts vehicles are used as the basis for estimation of critical gap.
Moore [8] found the relation between walking speed and gap acceptance. He noticed that the pedestrians who accepted longer gaps decreased their crossing speeds and concluded that those who accepted long gaps like 7 s walked at a speed of 1.20 m/s while those accepting gaps smaller than 3 s walked at 1.57 m/s. Cohen et al. [9] noticed that no one accepting a gaps smaller than 1.5 s and everyone accepting a gaps longer than 10.5 s while they also noticed 92% of pedestrians crossed a 7.0 m wide road when the available gap was 7 s. DiPietro and King [10] concluded that if the waiting time on the curb is increases, accepted gaps becomes longer. Palamarthy et al. [11] noticed that pedestrians preferred an overall gap than separate gaps in individual traffic streams. Das et al. [12] collected the data with using video recording of a crossing in India, and found the gaps rejected by older pedestrians were accepted by young pedestrians, but it was not found any difference between male and female pedestrians in gap acceptance. Brewer et al. [13] have collected data of pedestrians crossing from 42 study sites of seven different country and they evaluated the gap acceptance behavior of crossing pedestrians based on a two-part analysis: behavioral analysis and statistical analysis. Zhao [14] analyzed gap acceptance behavior of pedestrian at two way stopped controlled intersection and established micro simulation model using VISSIM and CORSIM and concluded that compared to CORSIM model, the VISSIM model provides more detailed information, such as the individual pedestrian characteristics and behavior, the length of crosswalks, and even the marking length on the crosswalks.
Grebert [15] observed pedestrian waiting time at the curb before crossing a road plays a key role in decision and it was found that very long waiting time lost patience of the pedestrians and resulted in illegal crossing. Wang et al. [16] modeled the gap acceptance behavior of pedestrian when they jaywalk outside crossing facilities, based on non-intrusive observations from real pedestrian vehicle interaction scenarios, using binary logit technique. Yannis et al [17] analyzed the gap acceptance behavior of pedestrian for mid-block street in urban areas and concluded that pedestrians' decision to cross the street depends on the traffic gap, the waiting time, type of the incoming vehicle and the presence of illegally parked vehicles. Ottomanelli et al. [18] made model based on decision of pedestrians during gap acceptance at midblock section using Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System and concluded that ANFIS model allow to reproduce human approximate reasoning, providing reliable and useful results within soft computing environment with low data requirements. Kadali and Vedagiri [19] modeled the behavior of pedestrian during road crossing at the uncontrolled midblock location in India under mixed traffic condition using multiple linear regression (MLR) technique and concluded that increase in the pedestrian waiting time at curb or at median they may loses their patience and lead to increase in rolling gap behavior and accepted gap size will increase when they accept the lag. They also concluded that speed of the conflicts vehicle plays major important role in gap acceptance behavior. Chandra et al. [20] analyzed gap acceptance data collected at 17 locations in five cities of India and demonstrated the effect of carriageway width (number of lanes), directional movements, traffic volume and pedestrians' characteristics on the gaps acceptance study.
A critical review of available literature indicates that the gap acceptance is function of the accepted and rejected gaps, age, waiting time, gender and speed of pedestrian, speed and type of conflicts vehicles. Many of above literature conducted their study in developed country but only few of them conducted for mixed traffic condition as same as in India. The present study attempt an estimation of critical gap by Raff method and develop a model to estimate possibilities of accepting a given gap or lag based on realistic attributes of traffic and pedestrian using ANFIS.
III. DATA COLLECTION AND EXTRACTION
Data for this study were collected at two right angle two way stopped controlled intersections in semi-urban areas of Ahmedabad in state of Gujarat. Gujarat is located in western part of India. Both intersections were almost similar in geometry with four lanes on major street approach and two lane on minor street approach. Geometry of the intersections are shown in Fig. 1 . All sites were located in plain terrain and adequate sight distances were available for each movement. It was not possible to conduct the videography of both roads therefore we conducted the videography only for major road as pedestrian movement on major road was more than that of minor road. The total approach traffic on major stream was in the range of 800 vehicles per hour (vph) to 2500 vph and on the minor stream were in the range of 350 vph to 1100 vph.
Video recording technique was adopted for data collection. Data were collected on first week of January 2014 during as this month do not present extreme weather conditions in western India. Video recording was done during morning peak time (9.00-12.00 A.M) on weekdays. Six video cameras had used to find out various parameters like vehicle arrival rate, accepted and rejected gap/lag time, age of pedestrian, speed and type of conflict vehicle and speed of the pedestrian. Four video cameras were placed on roof of the building nearby intersection in such a way that possible to catch various traffic attributes like speed of the conflicts vehicle, speed of the pedestrian, type of conflicts vehicle and gap/lag time. Two video cameras were placed at road level with using tripod of around 4 feet long to obtain age of pedestrians. Lags/gaps were measured with an accuracy of 0.01th of second. Age of the pedestrian is grouped in three category: young (below 30 years), middle (30 to 50 years) and old (more than 50 years).
The data extraction resulted in observations for 254 pedestrians, and the total lags/gaps (both accepted and rejected) are 433. The total data set extracted of 254 pedestrians includes 191 male and 63 female; 72 young pedestrian, 134 mid-age, and 48 old pedestrians. IV. MEASUREMENT OF CRITICAL GAP From the set of collected data, it is observed that minimum accepted lag is 1.27 second and minimum accepted gap is 1.08 second. From the observation of the data, it is concluded that young pedestrian accepted smaller gaps than old age pedestrian. Aggressiveness behavior of the young pedestrian is clearly reflected in collected data. While old age pedestrians are accepting longer gaps compared to other two category. Almost no gap is rejected by young pedestrian longer than 6.5 sec. but around 12 % of old age pedestrian reject a gap of 6.5 sec. Furthermore, it was observed from collected data that if speed of the conflict vehicle is high, pedestrian searching for higher gap. The values of the critical gap is calculated using Raff method proposed by Raff in 1950 [4] . Raff method is based on macroscopic model and it is the earliest method for estimating the critical gap which is used in many countries because of its simplicity. According to Raff method, sum of cumulative number of accepted gaps and rejected gaps is equal to 1 then a gap of length t is equal to critical gap . It means the number of rejected gaps larger than critical gap is equal to the number of accepted gaps smaller than critical gap. Raff method gives the median value of the critical gap [21] . The separate analysis for critical gap, combining gap and lag data, for both intersections is given in Table II . These values are quite smaller than the critical gaps reported in other studies, given in Table I . The present study develops a model to estimate possibilities of accepting a given gap or lag using different combinations of collected parameters. Data for this study were collected at two right angle two way stopped controlled intersections in semiurban areas of Ahmedabad in state of Gujarat. 
V. ARCHITECTURE OF ANFIS
An Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System uses two fuzzy logic and neural network approaches. When these two systems are linked, they may qualitatively and quantitatively obtain an appropriate result that will include either calculative abilities of neural network or fuzzy intellect. This makes it possible to combine the advantages of neural network and fuzzy logic. A network obtained this way could use excellent training algorithms that neural networks have at their disposal to obtain the parameters that would not have been possible in fuzzy logic. ANFIS structure is organized of two part same as Fuzzy system; First is introductory or antecedent part and second is concluding parts which are connected together by a set of rules. We may recognize five different layers in the structure of ANFIS which makes it as a multi-layer network. A kind of this network, which is demonstrated in five different layers, is shown in Fig. 1 . This system contains two inputs (x and y) and one output (Z) which is associated with the following rules:
Rule 1 If (x is A 1 ) and (y is B 1 ) then Z 1 =p 1 x+q 1 y+r 1 Rule 2 If (x is A 2 ) and (y is B 2 ) then Z 2 =p 2 x+q 2 y+r 2 where A and B are the input, Z is the output and p, q and r is a set of consequent parameters of rule. If we consider the output of each layer in the ANFIS network as (i th node output in j th layer) then we may explain the various layers functions of this network as follows. 
Each node output represents the firing strength of a rule.
Layer 3 is the normalized layer. Every node in this layer is a fixed node labeled N. The i th node calculates the ratio of the i th rule's firing strength to the sum of all rules' firing strengths:
Outputs of this layer are called normalized firing strengths. Layer 4 is the defuzzification layer. Every node i in this layer is an adaptive node with a node function:
where ANFIS is a normalized firing strength from layer 3 and (p i , q i , r i ) is the parameter set of this node. These parameters are called consequent parameters. Layer 5 is represented by a single summation node. Which computes the overall ANFIS output as the summation of all defuzzification nodes:
Briefly, second layer executes the fuzzy AND of the antecedent part of the fuzzy rules, the third layer normalizes the membership functions (MFs), the fourth layer executes the consequent part of the fuzzy rules, and finally the last layer computes the output of fuzzy system by summing up the outputs of layer fourth [7] , [23] , [22] .
VI. DEVELOPMENT OF ANFIS
An Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Interface System (ANFIS) has been developed using Fuzzy Logic toolbox in MATLAB. Five input variables i.e. size of lag/gap(sec.), age of the pedestrian, speed and type of conflict vehicle, speed of pedestrian and one output variable i.e. gap/lag acceptance or rejection are considered. Size of lag/gap (sec) is divided by a set of five linguistic fuzzy values viz; very low, low, medium, high, and very high. In similar manner speed of the conflict vehicle and pedestrian divided by five and three linguistic fuzzy values respectively. Membership function of gap/lag size and speed of conflict vehicle are shown in Fig. 2 . It was not possible to get actual age of the pedestrian hence it is taken as crisp variable, 1-Young, 2 -Middle, 3 -Old pedestrian. In similar manner, we considered type of conflict vehicle as crisp variable (1-Car, 2-2 Wheeler, 3-Bus, and 4-Auto Rickshaw). Nine different combination of attributes are used to construct nine different models. A network-type structure similar to that of a neural network, which maps inputs through input membership functions and associated parameters with it, and then through output membership functions and associated parameters to outputs, can be used to interpret the input or output map. Three main steps are required to develop ANFIS model in MATLAB. First one is build the Sugeno type FIS, second is train the FIS with using given input -output data set and last one is validation of the model with using independent data [7] . Major important part of the generating model is application of rules. Fuzzy rules are a collection of linguistic statements that describe how the FIS should make a decision regarding classifying an input or controlling an output. Different rules cannot share the same output membership function, namely the number of output membership functions must be equal to the number of rules. Number of rules applied in each model is given in Table II. Shape of the membership function is may be Trapezium and Triangle or any other based on judgment from collected data. It depends on parameter associated with that function and it can be change through learning process. The computation of these parameters (or their adjustment) is facilitated by a gradient vector, which provides a measure of how well the fuzzy inference system is modeling the input/output data for a given set of parameters. Once the gradient vector is obtained, any of several optimization routines could be applied in order to adjust the parameters so as to reduce some error measure. An ANFIS uses either back propagation or a combination of least squares estimation and back propagation for parameter estimation. Associated parameter can be changed and adjusted automatic with using training data. This training process is used out to reduce and minimize the error between the actual observed output (Field data) and estimated output by model. Around 75 % extracted data is used to calibrate the models. Error Tolerance which is related to size of error is used to create a training stopping criterion. In this case, behavior of error is unknown hence, it was set to 0. Notice how the checking error decreases up to a certain point in the training and then it increases. This increase represents the point of model over fitting. ANFIS chooses the model parameters associated with the least checking error. Least error is found on 40 th epoch hence it is set with 40.
VII. VALIDATION OF MODEL
In general, this type of modeling works well if the training data presented to ANFIS for training (estimating) membership function parameters is fully representative of the features of the data that the trained FIS is intended to model [7] . This is not always the case, however. In some cases, data is collected using noisy measurements, and the training data cannot be representative of all the features of the data that will be presented to the model. This is where model validation comes into play. Validation data set is used to control the potential for the model over fitting the data. When testing data is presented to ANFIS as well as training data, the FIS model is selected to have parameters associated with the minimum checking data model error. Testing error of nine different models is given in Table. Model 3 has least error difference between testing error and training error while model 1 has least training and testing error. In case of output one assumption is considered that the values greater or equal to 0.5 indicates the acceptance of gap and smaller than 0.5 indicates the rejection of gap. Around 75 % extracted data is used to calibrate the models and 25% data is used to validate the models. 
VIII. CONCLUSION
The main aim of this paper is development of gap acceptance behavioral model for crossing pedestrian at four legged two way stop controlled intersection using an ANFIS. Video recording technique was adopted for data collection & extraction. The various parameters that are used in making of model including accepted and rejected gap/lag time, age and speed of pedestrian, speed and type of conflict vehicles. Nine different combinations of attributes are used to construct nine different models. By observing the testing and training errors value Model 1 has minimum errors. Also the difference between the training and testing error for Model 1, Model 3, Model 4 and Model 7 is minimum as compared to others. But Model 4 and Model 7 have more training and testing error as compared to Model 1 and Model 3. Model 8 has highest error difference while Model 9 has highest training and testing error. The value of critical gap is 3.55 sec. which is obtained from Model 1. In other words 50% decision is more than 3.55 sec. However the age of the pedestrian is most effective parameter of pedestrian crossing behavior while type of conflicting vehicle producing least effect on decision process compared to other variables.
Limited studies in the past have conducted on the gap acceptance behavior of pedestrian at four legged TWSC intersection under mixed traffic condition. Walking trips of passengers day by day increasing as increasing public transport modes (BRTS, Metro, Mono rail etc.). Thus understanding the behavior of pedestrian is necessary in constructing delay models. In this study we collected data from only two intersections located at Ahmedabad. We plan to collect data at more number of intersections located at different region of India and develop the models which include the waiting time, number of rejection, travel time and more, to obtain the realistic behavior. 
